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SITUATEDKNOWLEDGES:
THE SCIENCEQUESTIONIN FEMINISM
AND THE PRIVILEGEOF PARTIAL
PERSPECTIVE

DONNA HARAWAY

Academic and activist feminist inquiry has repeatedly tried to
come to terms with the question of what we might mean by the
We have used a lot of
curious and inescapableterm "objectivity."
toxic ink and trees processedinto paperdecryingwhat theyhave
meant and how it hurts us. The imagined"they"constitutea kind
of invisible conspiracyof masculinistscientistsand philosophers
replete with grants and laboratories.The imagined "we"are the
embodiedothers,who are not allowed notto have a body, a finite
point of view, and so an inevitablydisqualifyingand pollutingbias
in any discussion of consequence outside our own little circles,
where a "mass"-subscription
journal might reach a few thousand
readerscomposed mostly of science haters. At least, I confess to
these paranoidfantasiesand academicresentmentslurkingunderneath some convolutedreflectionsin printunder my name in the
feminist literaturein the history and philosophy of science. We,
the feministsin the debatesabout science and technology,are the
Reagan era's "special-interestgroups"in the rarified realm of
epistemology,where traditionallywhat can count as knowledgeis
policedby philosopherscodifyingcognitivecanon law. Of course,
a special-interestgroupis, by Reaganoiddefinition,any collective
historicalsubjectthat daresto resistthe stripped-downatomismof
Star Wars, hypermarket,postmodern, media-simulatedcitizenship. Max Headroomdoesn'thave a body;therefore,he alone sees
everythingin the greatcommunicator'sempire of the GlobalNetwork. No wonder Max gets to have a naive sense of humor and a
kind of happily regressive,preoedipalsexuality, a sexualitythat
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we ambivalently-with dangerousincorrectness- had imaginedto
be reserved for lifelong inmates of female and colonized bodies
and maybe also white male computer hackers in solitary electronic confinement.
It has seemed to me that feminists have both selectively and
flexibly used and been trapped by two poles of a tempting
dichotomy on the question of objectivity.CertainlyI speak for
myself here, and I offer the speculationthat there is a collective
discourse on these matters. Recent social studies of science and
technology,for example,have made availablea very strongsocial
constructionistargumentfor all forms of knowledgeclaims, most
certainlyand especiallyscientificones.' Accordingto these tempting views, no insider'sperspectiveis privileged,because all drawings of inside-outsideboundariesin knowledge are theorizedas
power moves, not moves towardtruth. So, from the strongsocial
constructionistperspective,why should we be cowed by scientists'descriptionsof their activityand accomplishments;they and
their patronshave stakes in throwingsand in our eyes. They tell
parablesabout objectivityand scientificmethodto studentsin the
first years of their initiation,but no practitionerof the high scientific arts would be caught dead actingon the textbookversions.
Socialconstructionistsmake clearthat officialideologiesaboutobjectivity and scientificmethod are particularlybad guides to how
scientific knowledge is actually made.Just as for the rest of us,
what scientistsbelieve or say they do and what they reallydo have
a very loose fit.
The only people who end up actuallybelievingand, goddessforbid, acting on the ideologicaldoctrinesof disembodiedscientific
objectivity-enshrinedin elementarytextbooksand technoscience
boosterliterature-are nonscientists,includinga few very trusting
philosophers.Of course,my designationof this last groupis probably just a reflection of a residual disciplinarychauvinism acquiredfromidentifyingwith historiansof science and fromspending too much time with a microscopein earlyadulthoodin a kind
of disciplinarypreoedipaland modernist poetic moment when
cells seemed to be cells and organisms,organisms.Pace, Gertrude
Stein.But then came the law of the fatherand its resolutionof the
problemof objectivity,a problemsolved by always alreadyabsent
referents,deferredsignifieds,split subjects,and the endless play
of signifiers.Who wouldn'tgrow up warped?Gender, race, the
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world itself-all seem the effects of warp speeds in the play of
signifiersin a cosmic force field.
In any case, social constructionistsmight maintain that the
ideologicaldoctrineof scientificmethod and all the philosophical
verbiageabout epistemologywere cooked up to distractour attention from getting to know the world effectivelyby practicingthe
sciences.Fromthis pointof view, science-the realgamein townis rhetoric,a seriesof effortsto persuaderelevantsocialactorsthat
one'smanufacturedknowledgeis a routeto a desiredform of very
objectivepower. Suchpersuasionsmust take accountof the structure of facts and artifacts,as well as of language-mediated
actorsin
the knowledge game. Here, artifactsand facts are parts of the
powerful art of rhetoric.Practiceis persuasion,and the focus is
very much on practice.All knowledgeis a condensednode in an
agonistic power field. The strong programin the sociology of
knowledgejoins with the lovely and nasty tools of semiologyand
deconstructionto insist on the rhetoricalnatureof truth,including
scientifictruth. Historyis a story Westernculturebuffs tell each
other;science is a contestabletext and a power field;the contentis
the form.2Period.
So much for those of us who would still like to talk aboutreality
with more confidencethan we allow to the ChristianRightwhen
they discuss the Second Comingand their being rapturedout of
the final destructionof the world. We would like to think our appeals to real worlds are more than a desperatelurch away from
cynicism and an act of faith like any other cult's,no matterhow
much space we generouslygive to all the rich and always historically specific mediationsthroughwhich we and everybody else
must know the world. But the further I get in describingthe
radicalsocial constructionistprogramand a particularversion of
postmodernism,coupledwith the acid tools of criticaldiscoursein
the human sciences, the more nervous I get. The imageryof force
fields, of moves in a fully textualizedand coded world, which is
the working metaphorin many argumentsabout socially negotiated realityfor the postmodernsubject,is, just for starters,an imagery of high-techmilitaryfields, of automatedacademicbattlefields, where blips of lightcalledplayersdisintegrate(whata metaphor!) each other in order to stay in the knowledge and power
game. Technoscienceand science fiction collapse into the sun of
their radiant(ir)reality-war.3It shouldn'ttake decadesof feminist
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theoryto sense the enemy here.Nancy Hartsockgot all this crystal
clear in her concept of abstractmasculinity.4
I, and others, startedout wantinga strongtool for deconstructing the truth claims of hostile science by showing the radicalhistoricalspecificity,and so contestability,of everylayer of the onion
of scientificand technologicalconstructions,andwe end up with a
kind of epistemologicalelectroshock therapy, which far from
usheringus into the high stakes tables of the game of contesting
public truths, lays us out on the table with self-inducedmultiple
personalitydisorder.We wanteda way to go beyond showingbias
in science (thatproved too easy anyhow) and beyond separating
the good scientificsheep from the bad goatsof bias and misuse. It
seemed promisingto do this by the strongestpossible constructionist argumentthat left no cracksfor reducingthe issues to bias
versus objectivity, use versus misuse, science versus pseudoscience. We unmaskedthe doctrinesof objectivitybecause they
threatenedour budding sense of collective historicalsubjectivity
accountsof the truth,and we endand agencyand our "embodied"
ed up with one more excuse for not learningany post-Newtonian
physics and one more reason to drop the old feminist self-help
practicesof repairingour own cars. They'rejust texts anyway, so
let the boys have them back.
Some of us tried to stay sane in these disassembledand dissemblingtimes by holdingout for a feministversionof objectivity.
Here, motivatedby many of the same politicaldesires,is the other
seductive end of the objectivityproblem. HumanisticMarxism
was polluted at the source by its structuringtheory about the
dominationof nature in the self-constructionof man and by its
closely related impotence in relation to historicizinganything
women did that didn'tqualifyfor a wage. But Marxismwas still a
promisingresourceas a kind of epistemologicalfeminist mental
hygiene that soughtour own doctrinesof objectivevision. Marxist
startingpoints offereda way to get to our own versions of standpoint theories,insistentembodiment,a rich traditionof critiquing
hegemony without disempoweringpositivisms and relativisms
and a way to get to nuancedtheoriesof mediation.Someversions
of psychoanalysiswere of aid in this approach,especiallyanglophone object relationstheory, which maybe did more for U.S.
socialistfeminism for a time than anythingfrom the pen of Marx
or Engels,much less Althusseror any of the late pretendersto son-
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ship treatingthe subjectof ideology and science.5
Another approach,"feministempiricism,"also converges with
feminist uses of Marxian resources to get a theory of science
which continuesto insist on legitimatemeaningsof objectivityand
which remainsleery of a radicalconstructivismconjugatedwith
Feministshave to insist on a betteracsemiologyand narratology.6
count of the world;it is not enoughto show radicalhistoricalcontingency and modes of constructionfor everything.Here, we, as
feminists, find ourselvesperverselyconjoinedwith the discourse
of many practicingscientists, who, when all is said and done,
mostlybelieve they are describingand discoveringthingsbymeans
of all their constructingand arguing.Evelyn Fox Kellerhas been
particularlyinsistenton this fundamentalmatter,and SandraHarding calls the goal of these approachesa "successorscience."Feminists have stakesin a successorscience projectthat offers a more
adequate,richer,better account of a world, in order to live in it
well and in critical,reflexiverelationto our own as well as others'
practicesof dominationand the unequalpartsof privilegeand oppression that make up all positions. In traditionalphilosophical
categories, the issue is ethics and politics perhaps more than
epistemology.
So, I think my problem,and "our"
problem,is how to have simulan
account
of
radical
historical
taneously
contingency for all
knowledge claims and knowing subjects, a critical practice for
recognizingour own "semiotictechnologies"for makingmeanings,
and a no-nonsense commitment to faithful accounts of a "real"
world, one that can be partiallyshared and that is friendly to
earthwide projects of finite freedom, adequate material abundance, modest meaningin suffering,and limited happiness.Harding calls this necessary multiple desire a need for a successor
science project and a postmoderninsistence on irreducibledifference and radicalmultiplicityof local knowledges.All components of the desire are paradoxicaland dangerous,and their combinationis both contradictoryand necessary.Feministsdon'tneed
a doctrineof objectivitythat promisestranscendence,a storythat
loses track of its mediationsjust where someone might be held
responsiblefor something,and unlimitedinstrumentalpower. We
don't want a theory of innocent powers to representthe world,
where languageand bodies both fall into the bliss of organicsymbiosis. We also don't want to theorize the world, much less act
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within it, in terms of Global Systems, but we do need an earthwide network of connections, including the ability partiallyto
translateknowledgesamongvery different-and power-differentiated- communities. We need the power of modern critical
theories of how meanings and bodies get made, not in order to
deny meanings and bodies, but in order to build meanings and
bodies that have a chance for life.
Natural, social, and human sciences have always been implicated in hopes like these. Science has been about a search for
translation,convertibility,mobilityof meanings,and universalitywhich I call reductionismonly when one language(guesswhose?)
must be enforcedas the standardfor all the translationsand conversions.What money does in the exchangeordersof capitalism,
reductionism does in the powerful mental orders of global
sciences. There is, finally, only one equation.That is the deadly
fantasythat feministsand othershave identifiedin some versions
of objectivity,those in the service of hierarchicaland positivist
orderingsof what can count as knowledge. That is one of the
reasonsthe debates about objectivitymatter,metaphoricallyand
otherwise.Immortalityand omnipotencearenot our goals.Butwe
could use some enforceable,reliableaccountsof thingsnot reducible to power moves and agonistic,high-statusgamesof rhetoricor
to scientistic,positivistarrogance.This point applieswhether we
are talking about genes, social classes, elementary particles,
genders, races, or texts; the point applies to the exact, natural,
social,and humansciences,despitethe slipperyambiguitiesof the
and "science"
words "objectivity"
as we slide aroundthe discursive
terrain.In our effortsto climb the greasedpole leadingto a usable
doctrineof objectivity,I and most otherfeministsin the objectivity
debates have alternatively,or even simultaneously,held on to
both ends of the dichotomy, a dichotomy which Hardingdescribesin terms of successorscience projectsversus postmodernist
accountsof differenceand which I have sketchedin this essay as
radicalconstructivismversus feministcriticalempiricism.It is, of
course, hard to climb when you are holdingon to both ends of a
pole, simultaneously or alternatively.It is, therefore, time to
switch metaphors.
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THE PERSISTENCEOF VISION
I would like to proceed by placing metaphoricalreliance on a
much malignedsensory system in feminist discourse:vision.7Vision can be good for avoidingbinaryoppositions.I would like to
insist on the embodiednatureof all vision and so reclaimthe sensory system that has been used to signifya leap out of the marked
body and into a conqueringgaze from nowhere. This is the gaze
that mythicallyinscribesall the markedbodies,thatmakesthe unmarkedcategoryclaim the power to see and not be seen, to represent while escaping representation.This gaze signifies the unmarkedpositionsof Man and White, one of the many nasty tones
of the word "objectivity"
to feminist ears in scientific and technological, late-industrial,militarized,racist, and male-dominant
societies, that is, here, in the belly of the monster,in the United
Statesin the late 1980s. I would like a doctrine of embodied objectivity that accommodates paradoxical and critical feminist
science projects:Feministobjectivitymeans quite simply situated
knowledges.
The eyes have been used to signifya perversecapacity-honed
to perfection in the history of science tied to militarism,capitalism, colonialism,and male supremacy-to distancethe knowing subject from everybody and everything in the interests of
unfettered power. The instruments of visualizationin multinationalist,postmodernistculturehave compoundedthese meanings
of disembodiment.The visualizingtechnologiesare without apparentlimit. The eye of any ordinaryprimatelike us can be endlessly enhanced by sonography systems, magnetic reasonance
imaging, artificial intelligence-linkedgraphic manipulationsystems, scanningelectronmicroscopes,computedtomographyscanners, color-enhancementtechniques, satellite surveillance systems, home and office video displayterminals,camerasfor every
purposefrom filmingthe mucous membraneliningthe gut cavity
of a marineworm livingin the vent gases on a fault between continentalplatesto mappinga planetaryhemisphereelsewherein the
solarsystem.Visionin this technologicalfeastbecomesunregulated
gluttony;all seems not just mythicallyaboutthe god trickof seeing
everythingfrom nowhere, but to have put the myth into ordinary
practice.And like the god trick,this eye fucks the world to make
techno-monsters.Zoe Sofouliscalls this the cannibaleyeof masculinistextra-terrestrial
projectsfor excrementalsecond birthing.
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A tributeto this ideology of direct, devouring,generative,and
unrestrictedvision, whose technologicalmediationsare simultaneously celebratedand presented as utterly transparent,can be
found in the volume celebratingthe 100thanniversaryof the National GeographicSociety. The volume closes its survey of the
magazine's quest literature, effected through its amazing
photography,with two juxtaposedchapters.The firstis on "Space,"
introduced by the epigraph, "The choice is the universe-or
This chapterrecountsthe exploitsof the space raceand
nothing."8
of the outer planets rethe
color-enhanced"snapshots"
displays
assembledfrom digitalizedsignalstransmittedacrossvast spaceto
the moment of discoveryin immediate
let the viewer "experience"
vision of the "object."9
These fabulousobjectscome to us simultaneously as indubitablerecordingsof what is simply there and as
heroic feats of technoscientificproduction.The next chapter, is
the twin of outerspace:"InnerSpace,"introducedby the epigraph,
"Thestuff of starshas come alive."10
Here,the readeris broughtinto the realmof the infinitesimal,objectifiedby means of radiation
outsidethe wave lengthsthatare"normally"
perceivedby hominid
primates, that is, the beams of lasers and scanning electron
microscopes,whose signalsare processedinto the wonderfulfullcolor snapshotsof defendingT cells and invadingviruses.
But, of course, that view of infinite vision is an illusion, a god
trick. I would like to suggesthow our insistingmetaphoricallyon
the particularityand embodimentof all vision (althoughnot necessarilyorganicembodimentand includingtechnologicalmediation), and not giving in to the temptingmyths of vision as a route
to disembodimentand second-birthingallows us to constructa
usable, but not an innocent, doctrine of objectivity. I want a
feminist writing of the body that metaphoricallyemphasizesvision again,becausewe need to reclaimthat sense to find our way
throughall the visualizingtricks and powers of modem sciences
and technologiesthat have transformedthe objectivitydebates.
We need to learn in our bodies, endowed with primatecolor and
stereoscopicvision, how to attachthe objectiveto our theoretical
and politicalscannersin orderto name where we are and are not,
in dimensionsof mentaland physicalspace we hardlyknow how
to name. So, not so perversely,objectivityturns out to be about
particularand specific embodimentand definitelynot about the
false vision promisingtranscendenceof all limits and responsibili-
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ty. The moral is simple: only partialperspectivepromises objective vision. All Western culturalnarrativesabout objectivityare
allegoriesof the ideologiesgoverningthe relationsof what we call
mind and body, distanceand responsibility.Feministobjectivityis
about limited location and situated knowledge, not about transcendence and splitting of subject and object. It allows us to
become answerablefor what we learn how to see.
These are lessons that I learnedin part walking with my dogs
and wonderinghow the world looks without a fovea and very few
retinalcells for colorvision but with a huge neuralprocessingand
sensoryareafor smells. It is a lesson availablefromphotographsof
how the world looks to the compound eyes of an insect or even
from the cameraeye of a spy satelliteor the digitallytransmitted
signals of space probe-perceiveddifferences "near"Jupiter that
have been transformedinto coffee table color photographs.The
"eyes"made availablein moderntechnologicalsciences shatterany
idea of passive vision; these prostheticdevices show us that all
eyes, including our own organic ones, are active perceptual
systems, buildingon translationsand specific waysof seeing, that
is, ways of life. There is no unmediatedphotographor passive
camera obscura in scientific accounts of bodies and machines;
there are only highly specific visual possibilities, each with a
wonderfullydetailed,active, partialway of organizingworlds. All
these pictures of the world should not be allegories of infinite
mobility and interchangeabilitybut of elaboratespecificity and
differenceand the loving care people might take to learn how to
see faithfullyfrom another'spoint of view, even when the otheris
our own machine. That'snot alienatingdistance;that'sa possible
allegoryfor feminist versions of objectivity.Understandinghow
these visual systems work, technically,socially, and psychically,
ought to be a way of embodyingfeminist objectivity.
Many currents in feminism attempt to theorize grounds for
trustingespecially the vantage points of the subjugated;there is
good reason to believe vision is better from below the brilliant
space platformsof the powerful." Buildingon that suspicion,this
essay is an argumentfor situatedand embodiedknowledgesand
an argumentagainstvariousformsof unlocatable,and so irresponsible, knowledge claims. Irresponsiblemeans unable to be called
into account. There is a premiumon establishingthe capacityto
see from the peripheriesand the depths. But here there also lies a
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seriousdangerof romanticizingand/orappropriatingthe vision of
the less powerfulwhile claimingto see fromtheirpositions.To see
from below is neither easily learnednor unproblematic,even if
inhabit the great undergroundterrain of sub"we""naturally"
jugatedknowledges.The positioningsof the subjugatedare not exempt from criticalreexamination,decoding,deconstruction,and
interpretation;that is, from both semiologicaland hermeneutic
modes of criticalinquiry. The standpointsof the subjugatedare
not "innocent"positions. On the contrary, they are preferred
because in principle they are least likely to allow denial of the
criticaland interpretivecore of all knowledge. They are knowledgeable of modes of denial through repression,forgetting,and
disappearingacts-ways of being nowhere while claimingto see
comprehensively.The subjugatedhave a decent chance to be on
to the god trickand all its dazzling-and, therefore,blinding-illuminations. "Subjugated"
standpointsare preferredbecause they
seem to promise more adequate,sustained,objective,transforming accountsof the world. But howto see frombelow is a problem
requiringat least as much skill with bodies and language,with the
mediations of vision, as the "highest'technoscientificvisualizations.
Suchpreferredpositioningis as hostileto variousformsof relativism as to the most explicitlytotalizingversionsof claimsto scientific authority.But the alternativeto relativismis not totalization
and single vision, which is always finally the unmarkedcategory
whose power depends on systematic narrowingand obscuring.
The alternativeto relativismis partial,locatable,criticalknowledges sustaining the possibility of webs of connections called
solidarityin politics and shared conversationsin epistemology.
Relativismis a way of being nowhere while claimingto be everyof positioningis a denial of responwhere equally.The "equality"
Relativism
is the perfectmirrortwin of
critical
and
inquiry.
sibility
totalizationin the ideologiesof objectivity;both deny the stakesin
location, embodiment,and partialperspective;both make it impossible to see well. Relativismand totalizationare both "god
tricks"promisingvision from everywhere and nowhere equally
and fully, common myths in rhetoricssurroundingScience.But it
is preciselyin the politicsand epistemologyof partialperspectives
that the possibilityof sustained,rational,objectiveinquiry rests.
So, with many otherfeminists,I want to arguefor a doctrineand
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practiceof objectivitythat privilegescontestation,deconstruction,
passionateconstruction,webbed connections,and hope for transformationof systems of knowledge and ways of seeing. But not
just any partialperspectivewill do; we must be hostileto easy relativisms and holisms built out of summing and subsumingparts.
"Passionatedetachment"12
requiresmore than acknowledgedand
self-criticalpartiality.We are also bound to seek perspectivefrom
those points of view, which can never be known in advance,that
promisesomethingquite extraordinary,that is, knowledgepotent
for constructingworlds less organizedby axes of domination.
From such a viewpoint, the unmarkedcategorywould reallydisappear-quite a differencefrom simply repeatinga disappearing
act. The imaginaryand the rational-the visionaryand objective
vision- hover close together.I think Harding'splea for a successor
science and for postmodernsensibilitiesmust be read as an argument for the idea that the fantasticelement of hope for transformative knowledgeand the severe check and stimulusof sustained
critical inquiry are jointly the ground of any believable claim to
objectivityor rationalitynot riddledwith breathtakingdenialsand
repressions. It is even possible to read the record of scientific
revolutionsin terms of this feministdoctrineof rationalityand objectivity. Science has been utopian and visionary from the start;
that is one reason "we"need it.
A commitmentto mobile positioningand to passionatedetachment is dependent on the impossibilityof entertaininginnocent
"identity"
politics and epistemologiesas strategiesfor seeing from
the standpointsof the subjugatedin orderto see well. One cannot
"be"either a cell or molecule-or a woman, colonized person,
laborer,and so on-if one intends to see and see from these positions critically."Being"
is much more problematicand contingent.
Also, one cannot relocate in any possible vantage point without
being accountablefor that movement.Vision is alwaysa question
of the power to see-and perhapsof the violence implicit in our
visualizing practices. With whose blood were my eyes crafted?
These points also applyto testimonyfromthe positionof "oneself."
We are not immediatelypresent to ourselves. Self-knowledgerequiresa semiotic-material
technologyto link meaningsand bodies.
a
is
bad
visual
Self-identity
system. Fusionis a bad strategyof posiin
The
the
human
sciences have called this doubt
tioning.
boys
about self-presencethe "deathof the subject"defined as a single
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orderingpoint of will and consciousness.That judgment seems
bizarreto me. I prefer to call this doubt the opening of nonisomorphic subjects,agents, and territoriesof stories unimaginable
from the vantage point of the cyclopean, self-satiatedeye of the
master subject. The Western eye has fundamentally been a
wanderingeye, a travelinglens. These peregrinationshave often
been violent and insistent on having mirrorsfor a conquering
self-but not always. Westernfeminists also inheritsome skill in
learningto participatein revisualizingworlds turnedupside down
in earth-transforming
challengesto the views of the masters.All is
not to be done from scratch.
The split and contradictoryself is the one who can interrogate
positioningsand be accountable,the one who can constructand
join rationalconversationsand fantasticimaginingsthat change
history.13 Splitting,not being, is the privilegedimage for feminist
in this context
epistemologiesof scientific knowledge. "Splitting"
should be about heterogeneousmultiplicitiesthat are simultaneously salient and incapableof being squashedinto isomorphic
slots or cumulativelists. Thisgeometrypertainswithin and among
subjects.Subjectivityis multidimensional;so, therefore,is vision.
The knowing self is partialin all its guises, never finished,whole,
simply there and original;it is always constructedand stitchedtogether imperfectly,and thereforeable to join with another,to see
togetherwithoutclaimingto be another.Hereis the promiseof objectivity: a scientific knower seeks the subject position, not of
identity,but of objectivity,that is, partialconnection.Thereis no
way to "be"simultaneouslyin all, or wholly in any, of the privileged (i.e., subjugated)positions structuredby gender, race, nation, and class. And that is a short list of criticalpositions. The
search for such a "full"and total position is the search for the
fetishized perfect subject of oppositionalhistory, sometimes appearing in feminist theory as the essentialized Third World
Woman.14Subjugationis not groundsfor an ontology;it mightbe
a visual clue. Vision requiresinstrumentsof vision; an optics is a
politics of positioning.Instrumentsof vision mediatestandpoints;
there is no immediate vision from the standpointsof the subjugated.Identity,includingself-identity,does not producescience;
criticalpositioningdoes, that is, objectivity.Only those occupying
the positions of the dominators are self-identical, unmarked,
disembodied,unmediated,transcendent,born again. It is unfor-
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tunatelypossible for the subjugatedto lust for and even scramble
into that subject position-and then disappear from view.
Knowledgefrom the point of view of the unmarkedis truly fantastic, distorted,and irrational.The only positionfrom which objectivity could not possiblybe practicedand honoredis the standpoint of the master,the Man, the One God, whose Eye produces,
appropriates,and orders all difference.No one ever accused the
God of monotheismof objectivity,only of indifference.The god
trickis self-identical,and we have mistakenthat for creativityand
knowledge,omniscience even.
Positioningis, therefore,the key practicein groundingknowledge organizedaroundthe imageryof vision, and much Western
scientificand philosophicdiscourseis organizedin this way. Positioningimplies responsibilityfor our enablingpractices.It follows
that politicsand ethicsgroundstrugglesfor and contestsoverwhat
may count as rationalknowledge.Thatis, admittedor not, politics
and ethics groundstrugglesover knowledgeprojectsin the exact,
natural, social, and human sciences. Otherwise, rationalityis
simply impossible, an optical illusion projected from nowhere
comprehensively.Historiesof science may be powerfullytold as
historiesof the technologies.These technologiesare ways of life,
social orders, practicesof visualization.Technologiesare skilled
practices.How to see? Where to see from?What limits to vision?
What to see for?Whom to see with?Who gets to have more than
one point of view? Who gets blinded?Who wears blinders?Who
interpretsthe visual field?Whatothersensorypowers do we wish
to cultivatebesidesvision?Moraland politicaldiscourseshouldbe
the paradigmfor rationaldiscourseaboutthe imageryand technologies of vision. SandraHarding'sclaim, or observation,that movements of socialrevolutionhave most contributedto improvements
in science might be read as a claim about the knowledge consequences of new technologiesof positioning.But I wish Harding
had spent more time remembering that social and scientific
revolutions have not always been liberatory,even if they have
always been visionary. Perhapsthis point could be capturedin
anotherphrase:the science questionin the military.Strugglesover
what will count as rationalaccounts of the world are struggles
over how to see. The terms of vision: the science question in
the science
colonialism, the science question in exterminism,s'5
in
feminism.
question
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The issue in politicallyengagedattackson variousempiricisms,
reductionisms,or otherversionsof scientificauthorityshould not
be relativism-but location.A dichotomouschart expressingthis
point might look like this:
universalrationality
ethnophilosophies
common language
heteroglossia
deconstruction
new organon
unified field theory
oppositionalpositioning
local knowledges
world system
webbed accounts
mastertheory
But a dichotomouschartmisrepresentsin a criticalway the positions of embodiedobjectivitythat I am tryingto sketch. The primary distortion is the illusion of symmetry in the chart'sdichotomy, making any position appear, first, simply alternative
and, second, mutually exclusive. A map of tensions and reasonances between the fixed ends of a chargeddichotomybetterrepresents the potent politics and epistemologiesof embodied, therefore accountable,objectivity.For example,local knowledgeshave
also to be in tension with the productivestructuringsthat force
unequal translations and exchanges - material and semiotic - with-

in the webs of knowledgeand power. Webs canhave the property
of being systematic, even of being centrally structuredglobal
systems with deep filaments and tenacious tendrils into time,
space, and consciousness, which are the dimensions of world
history. Feminist accountabilityrequires a knowledge tuned to
reasonance,not to dichotomy.Genderis a field of structuredand
structuringdifference,in which the tones of extremelocalization,
of the intimatelypersonaland individualizedbody, vibratein the
same field with global high-tensionemissions. Feministembodiment, then, is not aboutfixed locationin a reifiedbody, female or
otherwise, but about nodes in fields, inflections in orientations,
and responsibilityfor difference in material-semioticfields of
meaning.Embodimentis significantprosthesis;objectivitycannot
be about fixed vision when what counts as an object is precisely
what world historyturns out to be about.
How shouldone be positionedin orderto see, in this situationof
tensions, reasonances, transformations,resistances, and complicities?Here, primatevision is not immediatelya very powerful
clarimetaphoror technologyfor feministpolitical-epistemological
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fication,because it seems to presentto consciousnessalreadyprocessed and objectifiedfields; things seem already fixed and distanced. But the visual metaphorallows one to go beyond fixed appearances,which are only the end products.The metaphorinvites
us to investigatethe varied apparatusesof visual production,including the prosthetictechnologiesinterfacedwith our biological
eyes and brains.And here we find highly particularmachineries
for processingregions of the electromagneticspectrum into our
picturesof the world. It is in the intricaciesof these visualization
technologiesin which we are embedded that we will find metaphors and means for understandingand interveningin the patterns of objectificationin the world-that is, the patternsof reality
for which we must be accountable.In these metaphors,we find
means for appreciatingsimultaneouslyboth the concrete, "real"
aspect and the aspect of semiosis and productionin what we call
scientific knowledge.
I am arguingfor politicsand epistemologiesof location,positioning, and situating,where partialityand not universalityis the condition of being heard to make rationalknowledge claims. These
are claimson people'slives. I am arguingfor the view froma body,
always a complex, contradictory,structuring, and structured
body, versus the view from above, from nowhere, from simplicity. Only the god trick is forbidden. Here is a criterion for
deciding the science question in militarism,that dream science/
technology of perfect language, perfect communication, final
order.
Feminismloves anotherscience:the sciences and politicsof interpretation,translation,stuttering, and the partly understood.
Feminism is about the sciences of the multiple subject with (at
least)doublevision. Feminismis abouta criticalvision consequent
upon a critical positioning in unhomogeneous gendered social
space.16Translationis always interpretive,critical, and partial.
Here is a ground for conversation, rationality, and objecIt is
tivity- which is power-sensitive,not pluralist,"conversation."
not even the mythic cartoonsof physics and mathematics- incorrectly caricaturedin antiscience ideology as exact, hypersimple
knowledges-that have come to representthe hostile otherto feminist paradigmaticmodels of scientificknowledge,but the dreams
of the perfectly known in high-technology,permanentlymilitarized scientificproductionsand positionings,the god trick of a Star
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Wars paradigmof rationalknowledge. So location is about vulnerability;locationresiststhe politicsof closure,finality,or to borrow from Althusser,feminist objectivityresists "simplificationin
the last instance."Thatis becausefeministembodimentresistsfixation and is insatiablycuriousaboutthe webs of differentialpositioning. There is no single feminist standpointbecause our maps
requiretoo many dimensionsfor that metaphorto groundour visions. But the feminist standpoint theorists' goal of an
epistemologyand politics of engaged,accountablepositioningremains eminentlypotent. The goal is betteraccountsof the world,
that is, "science."
Above all, rationalknowledge does not pretend to disengagement: to be from everywhereand so nowhere, to be free from interpretation,from being represented,to by fully self-containedor
fully formalizable.Rationalknowledgeis a processof ongoingcriof interpretersand decoders.Ratical interpretationamong"fields"
is
tional knowledge power-sensitiveconversation.7Decodingand
transcodingplus translationand criticism;all are necessary. So
science becomes the paradigmaticmodel, not of closure, but of
that which is contestable and contested. Science becomes the
myth, not of what escapes human agency and responsibilityin a
realm above the fray, but, rather,of accountabilityand responsibilityfor translationsand solidaritieslinkingthe cacophonousvisions and visionaryvoices that characterizethe knowledgesof the
subjugated.A splittingof senses, a confusion of voice and sight,
ratherthan clearand distinctideas, becomes the metaphorfor the
ground of the rational. We seek not the knowledges ruled by
phallogocentrism(nostalgiafor the presenceof the one true Word)
and disembodiedvision. We seek those ruled by partialsight and
limited voice-not partialityfor its own sake but, rather,for the
sake of the connectionsand unexpectedopeningssituatedknowledges makepossible.Situatedknowledgesare aboutcommunities,
not aboutisolatedindividuals.The only way to find a largervision
is to be somewhere in particular.The science question in feminism is about objectivityas positionedrationality.Its images are
not the productsof escape and transcendenceof limits (the view
from above)but the joiningof partialviews and haltingvoices into
a collectivesubjectpositionthatpromisesa vision of the means of
ongoingfinite embodiment,of living within limits and contradictions-of views from somewhere.
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OBJECTSAS ACTORS:THE APPARATUS OF BODILY
PRODUCTION
Throughout this reflection on "objectivity,"I have refused to
resolve the ambiguitiesbuilt into referringto science without differentiatingits extraordinaryrangeof contexts.Throughthe insistent ambiguity,I have foregroundeda field of commonalitiesbinding exact,physical,natural,social,political,biological,and human
sciences; and I have tied this whole heterogeneous field of
academically(and industrially,e.g., in publishing,the weapons
trade, and pharmaceuticals)institutionalizedknowledge production to a meaning of science that insists on its potency in
ideologicalstruggles.But, partlyin orderto give play to both the
specificitiesand the highly permeableboundariesof meaningsin
discourse on science, I would like to suggest a resolutionto one
ambiguity.Throughoutthe field of meaningsconstitutingscience,
one of the commonalitiesconcerns the status of any object of
knowledge and of relatedclaims about the faithfulnessof our accounts to a "realworld,"no matter how mediatedfor us and no
matterhow complexand contradictorythese worldsmay be. Feminists, and others who have been most active as critics of the
sciences and theirclaimsor associatedideologies,have shied away
from doctrinesof scientificobjectivityin partbecauseof the suspicion that an "object"
of knowledgeis a passive and inertthing. Acof
counts such objects can seem to be either appropriationsof a
fixed and determinedworld reduced to resource for instrumentalistprojectsof destructiveWesternsocieties,or they can be seen
as masks for interests,usually dominatinginterests.
For example,"sex"as an objectof biologicalknowledgeappears
regularlyin the guise of biologicaldeterminism,threateningthe
fragile space for social constructionismand criticaltheory, with
theirattendantpossibilitiesfor active and transformativeintervention, which were called into being by feminist conceptsof gender
as socially, historically, and semiotically positioned difference.
And yet, to lose authoritativebiologicalaccountsof sex, which set
up productivetensionswith gender,seems to be to lose too much;
it seems to be to lose not just analyticpower within a particular
Westerntraditionbut also the body itself as anythingbut a blank
page for socialinscriptions,includingthose of biologicaldiscourse.
The same problemof loss attendsthe radical"reduction"
of the objects of physics or of any other science to the ephemeraof dis-
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cursive productionand social construction.'8
But the difficultyand loss are not necessary.They derivepartly
from the analytictradition,deeply indebtedto Aristotleand to the
transformativehistory of "WhiteCapitalistPatriarchy"
(how may
we name this scandalousThing?)that turns everythinginto a resourcefor appropriation,in which an objectof knowledgeis finally itself only matterfor the seminalpower, the act, of the knower.
Here, the object both guaranteesand refreshesthe power of the
knower, but any status as agentin the productionsof knowledge
must be deniedthe object.It-the world- must, in short,be objectified as a thing, not as an agent; it must be matter for the selfformationof the only social being in the productionsof knowledge, the human knower.Zoe Sofoulis19identifiedthe structureof
- as the secthis mode of knowingin technoscienceas "resourcing"
ond birthingof Man throughthe homogenizingof all the world's
body into resource for his perverse projects.Nature is only the
raw material of culture, appropriated,preserved, enslaved, exalted, or otherwise made flexible for disposal by culture in the
logic of capitalistcolonialism.Similarly,sex is only matterto the
act of gender;the productionistlogic seems inescapablein traditions of Westernbinaryoppositions.This analyticaland historical
narrativelogic accountsfor my nervousnessaboutthe sex/gender
distinction in the recent history of feminist theory. Sex is "resourced"for its representationas gender,which "we"can control.It
has seemed all but impossibleto avoid the trap of an appropriationist logic of dominationbuilt into the nature/cultureopposition
and its generativelineage, includingthe sex/genderdistinction.
It seems clearthat feministaccountsof objectivityand embodiment-that is, of a world-of the kind sketched in this essay re-

quire a deceptively simple maneuver within inherited Western
analyticaltraditions,a maneuverbegun in dialecticsbut stopping
short of the needed revisions. Situatedknowledges require that
the objectof knowledgebe picturedas an actorand agent,not as a
screen or a ground or a resource, never finally as slave to the
master that closes off the dialecticin his unique agency and his
knowledge.The point is paradigmatically
authorshipof "objective"
clear in critical approachesto the social and human sciences,
where the agency of people studied itself transformsthe entire
projectof producingsocial theory. Indeed, coming to terms with
the agency of the "objects"
studied is the only way to avoid gross
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errorand false knowledgeof many kindsin these sciences. Butthe
same point must apply to the other knowledge projects called
sciences. A corollary of the insistence that ethics and politics
covertlyor overtlyprovidethe bases for objectivityin the sciences
as a heterogeneouswhole, and not just in the social sciences, is
of the world. Acgrantingthe statusof agent/actorto the "objects"
tors come in many and wonderful forms. Accounts of a "real"
but on a
world do not, then, depend on a logic of "discovery"
of
The
world
neither
social
relation
"conversation."
power-charged
in
of
decoder.
nor
favor
a
master
The
itself
speaks
disappears
codes of the world are not still, waitingonly to be read.The world
is not raw material for humanization;the thorough attacks on
humanism, another branch of "deathof the subject"discourse,
have made this point quite clear. In some critical sense that is
crudelyhintedat by the clumsy categoryof the socialor of agency,
the world encounteredin knowledgeprojectsis an active entity.
Insofaras a scientificaccounthas been able to engagethis dimension of the world as objectof knowledge,faithfulknowledgecan
be imagined and can make claims on us. But no particulardoctrine of representation or decoding or discovery guarantees
anything.The approachI am recommendingis not a version of
which has proved a ratherpoor way of engagingwith
"realism,"
the world'sactive agency.
My simple, perhapssimple-minded,maneuveris obviouslynot
new in Westernphilosophy,but it has a specialfeministedge to it
in relationto the science question in feminism and to the linked
question of gender as situated difference and the question of
female embodiment.Ecofeministshave perhapsbeen most insistent on some versionof the world as active subject,not as resource
to be mapped and appropriatedin bourgeois, Marxist,or masculinist projects. Acknowledging the agency of the world in
knowledge makes room for some unsettling possibilities, includinga sense of the world'sindependentsense of humor. Sucha
sense of humor is not comfortablefor humanistsand otherscommitted to the world as resource. There are, however, richly
evocativefiguresto promotefeministvisualizationsof the worldas
witty agent. We need not lapse into appeals to a primal mother
resistingher translationinto resource.The Coyoteor Trickster,as
embodied in Southwest native American accounts, suggests the si-

tuationwe are in when we give up masterybut keep searchingfor
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fidelity,knowingall the while thatwe will be hoodwinked.I think
these are useful myths for scientistswho mightbe our allies. Feminist objectivitymakes room for surprisesand ironies at the heart
of all knowledge production;we are not in charge of the world.
We just live here and try to strike up noninnocentconversations
by means of our prostheticdevices, including our visualization
technologies. No wonder science fiction has been such a rich
writing practice in recent feminist theory. I like to see feminist
theory as a reinventedcoyote discourseobligatedto its sourcesin
many heterogeneousaccountsof the world.
Another rich feminist practicein science in the last couple of
of the predecades illustratesparticularlywell the "activation"
of
of
This
activation
viously passive categories objects knowledge.
like
distinctions
sex and
permanently problematizes binary
to the
I
without
their
refer
strategicutility.
gender,
eliminating
reconstructions in primatology (especially, but not only, in
women's practice as primatologists,evolutionarybiologists, and
behavioral ecologists) of what may count as sex, especially as
female sex, in scientific accounts.20The body, the object of
biologicaldiscourse, becomes a most engagingbeing. Claims of
biologicaldeterminismcan never be the same again.When female
has been so thoroughlyretheorizedand revisualizedthat it
"sex"'
emerges as practicallyindistinguishablefrom "mind,"something
basic has happened to the categoriesof biology. The biological
female peoplingcurrentbiologicalbehavioralaccountshas almost
no passive propertiesleft. She is structuringand active in every
respect; the "body"is an agent, not a resource. Difference is
theorized biologicallyas situational,not intrinsic, at every level
from gene to foragingpattern, thereby fundamentallychanging
the biologicalpolitics of the body. The relationsbetween sex and
gender need to be categoricallyreworkedwithin these frames of
knowledge. I would like to suggestthat this trend in explanatory
strategiesin biologyis an allegoryfor interventionsfaithfulto projects of feminist objectivity.The point is not that these new pictures of the biologicalfemale are simply true or not open to contestationand conversation- quite the opposite.But these pictures
foregroundknowledgeas situatedconversationat every level of its
articulation.The boundarybetween animaland human is one of
the stakes in this allegory,as is the boundarybetween machine
and organism.
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So I will close with a final categoryuseful to a feministtheoryof
situated knowledges:the apparatusof bodily production.In her
analysis of the productionof the poem as an object of literary
value, KatieKingofferstools that clarifymattersin the objectivity
debates among feminists. King suggests the term "apparatusof
to referto the emergenceof literatureat the inliteraryproduction"
tersection of art, business, and technology. The apparatusof
is born.
literary production is a matrix from which "literature"
the
of
value
called
on
the
"poem,"Kingappotent object
Focusing
plies her analyticframeworkto the relationof women and writing
technologies.21I would like to adapt her work to understanding
the generation-the

actual production and reproduction-of

bodies and other objectsof value in scientificknowledgeprojects.
At firstglance,thereis a limitationto using King'sscheme inherent
of biologicaldiscoursethat is absentfrom literary
in the "facticity"
discourse and its knowledge claims. Are biologicalbodies "proin the same strongsense as poems?Fromthe
duced"or "generated"
early stirrings of Romanticismin the late eighteenth century,
many poets and biologists have believed that poetry and ormay be read as a meditationon
ganismsare siblings.Frankenstein
this proposition.I continue to believe in this potent proposition
but in a postmodernand not a Romanticmanner.I wish to transand "theorganic"into a
late the ideologicaldimensionsof "facticity"
actor."This uncumbersome entity called a "material-semiotic
as an
of
to
the
intended
is
term
knowledge
object
portray
wieldy
of
of
active, meaning-generating
production,
part apparatus bodily
without everimplyingthe immediatepresence of such objectsor,
what is the same thing,theirfinalor uniquedeterminationof what
can count as objective knowledge at a particularhistoricaljuncture. Like "poems,"which are sites of literaryproductionwhere
languagetoo is an actor independent of intentions and authors,
bodies as objects of knowledge are material-semioticgenerative
nodes. Their boundariesmaterializein social interaction.Boundo not preexistas
dariesare drawnby mappingpractices;"objects"
such. Objects are boundaryprojects. But boundariesshift from
within;boundariesare very tricky.Whatboundariesprovisionally
contain remains generative,productiveof meanings and bodies.
Siting(sighting)boundariesis a risky practice.
Objectivity is not about disengagement but about mutual and
usually unequal structuring, about taking risks in a world where
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"we"are permanentlymortal, that is, not in "final"control. We
have, finally, no clear and distinctideas. The variouscontending
biologicalbodies emerge at the intersectionof biologicalresearch
and writing,medicaland otherbusinesspractices,and technology,
such as the visualizationtechnologiesenlistedas metaphorsin this
essay. But also invited into that node of intersection is the
analogueto the lively languagesthatactivelyintertwinein the productionof literaryvalue:the coyote and the proteanembodiments
of the world as witty agentand actor.Perhapsthe world resistsbeing reduced to mere resource because it is-not mother/matter/
mutter-but coyote,a figureof the alwaysproblematic,alwayspotent tie between meaningand bodies. Feministembodiment,feminist hopes for partiality,objectivity,and situatedknowledges,turn
on conversationsand codes at this potentnode in fields of possible
bodies and meanings.Here is where science, science fantasyand
science fiction converge in the objectivityquestion in feminism.
Perhaps our hopes for accountability,for politics, for ecofeminism, turnon revisioningthe world as codingtricksterwith whom
we must learn to converse.
NOTES
This essay originatedas a commentaryon SandraHarding'sThe ScienceQuestionin
Feminism,at the WesternDivision meetingsof the AmericanPhilosophicalAssociation,
San Francisco,March 1987. Supportduring the writing of this paper was generously
provided by the Alpha Fund of the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New
Jersey. Thanks especially to Joan Scott, Judy Butler, Lila Abu-Lughod,and Dorinne
Kondo.
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feminist theorist, but he might be made into one by readingsas perverse as those he
makes of the laboratory,that greatmachinefor makingsignificantmistakesfasterthan
anyone else can, and so gainingworld-changingpower. The laboratoryfor Latouris the
railroadindustryof epistemology,where facts can only be made to run on the tracks
laid down from the laboratoryout. Those who control the railroadscontrol the sur-
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roundingterritory.How could we have forgotten?But now it's not so much the bankrupt railroadswe need as the satellite network. Facts run on light beams these days.
2. Foran elegantand very helpfulelucidationof a noncartoonversion of this argument,
see Hayden White, The Content of the Form: Narrative Discourse and Historical Represen-

tation (Baltimore:Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987). I still want more; and unfulfilled desire can be a powerful seed for changingthe stories.
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(Ph.D.diss.
Universityof Californiaat SantaCruz, 1988),Zoe Sofoulishas produceda dazzling(she
will forgiveme the metaphor)theoreticaltreatmentof technoscience,the psychoanalysis of science fiction culture, and the metaphoricsof extraterrestrialism,including a
wonderfulfocus on the ideologiesand philosophiesof light, illumination,and discovery
in Westernmythics of science and technology. My essay was revised in dialoguewith
Sofoulis'sargumentsand metaphorsin her dissertation.
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Studies13 (Summer1987):263-92.
Aspects of the debatesabout modernismand postmodernismaffect feministanalyses
of the problem of "objectivity."
Mappingthe fault line between modernismand postmodernism in ethnography and anthropology-in which the high stakes are the
authorizationor prohibitionto craftcomparativeknowledge across "cultures"-Marilyn
Strathernmade the crucial observationthat it is not the written ethnographythat is
parallelto the work of art as object-of-knowledge,but the culture.The Romanticand
modernistnatural-technicalobjects of knowledge,in science and in other culturalpractice, stand on one side of this divide. The postmodernistformationstands on the other
of permanentlysplit, problematized,always recedingand
side, with its "anti-aesthetic"
deferred "objects"of knowledge and practice, including signs, organisms, systems,
in a postmodern framework cannot be about unselves, and cultures. "Objectivity"
problematicobjects;it must be about specificprosthesisand always partialtranslations.
At root, objectivityis about craftingcomparativeknowledge: How may a community
name things to be stable and to be like each other? In postmodernism,this query
translatesinto a question of the politics of redrawingof boundariesin order to have
non-innocent conversations and connections. What is at stake in the debates about
modernism and postmodernismis the pattern of relationships between and within
bodies and language.This is a crucialmatterfor feminists. See MarilynStrathern,"Out
of Context:The Persuasive Fictions of Anthropology,"CurrentAnthropology28 (June
1987): 251-81, and "PartialConnections,"Munro Lecture, University of Edinburgh,
November 1987, unpublishedmanuscript.
6. Harding,24-26, 161-62.
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7. John Varley'sscience fiction short story, "ThePersistence of Vision,"in The Persistenceof Vision(New York:Dell, 1978),263-316, is partof the inspirationfor this section. In the story, Varley constructsa utopian community designed and built by the
deaf-blind.He then exploresthese people'stechnologiesand other mediationsof communication and their relations to sighted children and visitors. In the story, "Blue
(New York:Berkeley, 1986), 17-79,Varleytransmutes
Champagne,"in BlueChampagne
the theme to interrogatethe politics of intimacyand technologyfor a paraplegicyoung
woman whose prosthetic device, the golden gypsy, allows her full mobility. But
because the infinitely costly device is owned by an intergalacticcommunicationsand
entertainmentempire, for which she works as a media star making"feelies,"she may
keep her technological,intimate,enabling,otherself only in exchangefor her complicity in the commodificationof all experience.Whatare her limits to the reinventionof experiencefor sale?Is the personalpoliticalunderthe sign of simulation?One way to read
Varley's repeated investigations of finally always limited embodiments, differently
abled beings, prosthetic technologies, and cyborgianencounters with their finitude,
orders,is to find an allegoryfor
despite their extraordinarytranscendenceof "organic"
the personaland politicalin the historicalmythictime of the late twentiethcentury,the
era of techno-biopolitics.Prosthesisbecomes a fundamentalcategoryfor understanding
our most intimate selves. Prosthesisis semiosis, the making of meanings and bodies,
not for transcendence,but for power-chargedcommunication.
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(New York:HarryN. Abrams, 1987), 352.
9. I owe my understandingof the experience of these photographsto Jim Clifford,
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to Racism(Oakland:Centerfor ThirdWorldOrganizing,n.d.);Harding;and GloriaAnFrontera(SanFrancisco:Spinsters/AuntLute, 1987).
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12. Annette Kuhn, Women's Pictures: Feminism and Cinema (London: Routledge &

KeganPaul, 1982), 3-18.
13. Joan Scott remindedme that Teresa de Lauretisput it like this:
Butonce
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....
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understood,
is,
only
power
constituteeachwoman'sconsciousnessand subjectivelimitsbut all togetherdefinethe femalesubject
of feminismin its very specificity,is inherentand at least for now irreconcilablecontradiction-these
differences, then, cannot be again collapsed into a fixed identity, a sameness of all women as
Woman,or a representationof Feminismas a coherentand availableimage.
See Theresa de Lauretis, "Feminist Studies/Critical Studies: Issues, Terms, and Contexts," in her Feminist Studies/Critical Studies (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,

1986), 14-15.
14. ChandraMohanty,"UnderWesternEyes,"Boundary2 and 3 (1984):333-58.
15. See Sofoulis, unpublished manuscript.

16. In TheScienceQuestionin Feminism(p. 18), Hardingsuggeststhat genderhas three
dimensions, each historicallyspecific: gender symbolism, the social-sexualdivision of
labor, and processes of constructingindividualgenderedidentity. I would enlargeher
point to note that there is no reasonto expectthe three dimensionsto covaryor codetermine each other, at least not directly.That is, extremelysteep gradientsbetween contrastingtermsin gendersymbolismmay very well not correlatewith sharpsocial-sexual
divisions of labor or social power, but they may be closely related to sharp racial
stratificationor somethingelse. Similarly,the processes of genderedsubjectformation
may not be directly illuminatedby knowledge of the sexual division of labor or the
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gendersymbolismin the particularhistoricalsituationunderexamination.On the other
hand, we should expect mediated relations among the dimensions. The mediations
might move through quite differentsocial axes of organizationof both symbols, practice, and identity, such as race-and vice versa. I would suggest also that science, as
well as gender or race, might be usefully broken up into such a multipartscheme of
symbolism, social practice, and subject position. More than three dimensions suggest
themselves when the parallels are drawn. The different dimensions of, for example,
gender,race and science mightmediaterelationsamongdimensionson a parallelchart.
That is, racialdivisions of labormightmediatethe patternsof connectionbetween symbolic connectionsand formationof individualsubjectpositionson the science or gender
chart. Or formationsof genderedor racialsubjectivitymight mediatethe relationsbetween scientific social division of labor and scientific symbolic patterns.
The chart below begins an analysis by parallel dissections. In the chart (and in
reality?),both genderand science are analyticallyasymmetrical;that is, each term contains and obscures a structuringhierarchicalizedbinary opposition, sex/gender and
nature/science.Each binary opposition orders the silent term by a logic of appropriation, as resourceto product,natureto culture,potentialto actual.Both poles of the opposition are constructedand structureeach other dialectically.Within each voiced or
explicit term, further asymmetrical splittings can be excavated, as from gender,
masculineto feminine, and from science, hard sciences to soft sciences. This is a point
about rememberinghow a particularanalyticaltool works, willy-nilly,intendedor not.
The chartreflects common ideologicalaspects of discourse on science and genderand
may help as an analyticaltool to crack open mystified units like Science or Woman.
GENDER
SCIENCE
1) symbolic system
symbolic system
social division of labor
2) social division of labor
(by sex, by race, etc.)
(e.g., by craft or industriallogics)
individualidentity/subjectposition
3) individualidentity/subjectposition
(desiring/desired;autonomousrelational)(knower/known;scientist/other)
material
culture
materialculture
4)
(e.g., gender paraphernaliaand daily
(e.g., laboratories,the narrowtracks on
gender technologies, the narrowtracks which facts run)
on which sexual difference runs)
5) dialectic of constructionand discovery dialectic of constructionand discovery
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calling the "body"and "world."
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